Fission yeast CENP-B homologs nucleate centromeric heterochromatin by promoting heterochromatin-specific histone tail modifications
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Heterochromatin is a functionally important chromosomal component, especially at centromeres. In fission yeast, conserved heterochromatin-specific modifications of the histone H3 tail, involving deacetylation of Lys 9 and Lys 14 and subsequent methylation of Lys 9, promote the recruitment of a heterochromatin protein, Swi6, a homolog of the Drosophila heterochromatin protein 1. However, the primary determinants of the positioning of heterochromatin are still unclear. The fission yeast proteins Abp1, Cbh1, and Cbh2 are homologs of the human protein CENP-B that bind to centromeric α-satellite DNA and associate with centromeric heterochromatin. We show that the CENP-B homologs are functionally redundant at centromeres, and that Abp1 binds specifically to centromeric heterochromatin. In the absence of Abp1 or Cbh1, the centromeric association of Swi6 is diminished, resulting in a decrease in silencing of the region. CENP-B-homolog double disruptants show a synergistic reduction of Swi6 at centromeric heterochromatin, indicating that the three proteins are functionally redundant in the recruitment of Swi6. Furthermore, using chromatin immunoprecipitation assays, we show that disruption of CENP-B homologs causes a decrease in heterochromatin-specific modifications of histone H3. These results indicate that the CENP-B homologs act as site-specific nucleation factors for the formation of centromeric heterochromatin by heterochromatin-specific modifications of histone tails.
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The *Su(var)3-9* gene was initially identified as a suppressor of position effect variegation [Tschiersch et al. 1994]. A striking feature of methylated H3-K9 is its ability to recruit HP1 through the specific binding of the HP1 chromodomatin to the histone H3 tail [Bannister et al. 2001; Lachner et al. 2001].

The heterochromatin proteins and features of their assembly, including histone tail modification, are well conserved from fission yeast to humans. Fission yeast has a HP1 homolog, Swi6, and epigenetic silencing is observed on Swi6-based heterochromatin [Ekwall et al. 1995; Nakayama et al. 2000; Partridge et al. 2000]. Recently, a stepwise model for heterochromatin assembly in fission yeast, in which histone deacetylases (HDACs) and HMTases act cooperatively, has been proposed [Nakayama et al. 2001]. HDACs, including Clr3 and probably Clr6 and/or Hda1, deacetylate H3-K9 and H3-K14 before the methylation of H3-K9 by the Clr4/Rik1 complex, a HMTase. Clr4 is a fission yeast homolog of SUV39H1. Swi6 then binds through its chromodomatin to histone H3 methylated at Lys 9, which in turn results in the self-propagation of Swi6 to form heterochromatin.

How does heterochromatin form at specific regions such as centromeres and telomeres? In budding yeast, a role for sequence-specific DNA-binding proteins as the determinants for the positioning of heterochromatin has been well documented [Loo and Rine 1995; Lustig 1998]. However, the heterochromatin of budding yeast consists of Sir proteins, which are not structurally related to chromodomain proteins like HP1/Swi6. Generally, heterochromatin is formed on repetitive sequences in higher eukaryotes. As fission yeast centromeres are highly AT-rich and rich in AT-rich sequences with relatively low sequence specificity [Murakami et al. 1996; Lee et al. 1997]. As fission yeast centromeres are highly AT-rich and rich in *ars* elements [Takahashi et al. 1992], CENP-B homologs are potentially able to bind to the centromere region. Indeed, Abp1 and Cbh1 were shown to bind to multiple distinct sites in the centromere region in vitro [Halverson et al. 1997; Lee et al. 1997]. In addition, the three proteins are redundant with respect to centromere function (Baum and Clarke 2000; Irelan et al. 2001). However, the precise roles of these proteins at centromeres are unclear.

In this paper, we confirm that the three CENP-B homologs nucleate heterochromatin at a specific locus. The kinetochore forms on the centromere, where Cnp1, a homolog of CENP-A, which is a conserved centromere-specific histone H3 variant, and Mis6, a loading factor for Cnp1 [Takahashi et al. 2000], localize to the inner repeats and central core, suggesting that the inner domain is the site of kinetochore assembly [Partridge et al. 2000]. Centromeric heterochromatin is important for centromere function, because many mutations that alter silencing at the centromeric heterochromatin region impair centromere function [Allshire et al. 1995; Ekwall et al. 1995, 1999].

The human centromere, CENP-B, is a DNA-binding protein that specifically binds to a sequence termed the CENP-B box in *α*-satellite DNA [Masumoto et al. 1989; Muro et al. 1992; Yoda et al. 1992]. In the human kinetochore, CENP-B localizes to the inner centromere, where *α*-satellite DNA and centromeric heterochromatin are localized [Cooke et al. 1990]. CENP-B is thought to form a higher-order chromatin structure required for kinetochore formation by virtue of its ability to dimerize [Masumoto et al. 1989; Muro et al. 1992; Yoda et al. 1992]. Supporting this idea, *α*-satellite DNA containing the CENP-B box can promote formation of artificial minichromosomes with higher efficiency than *α*-satellite sequences lacking the CENP-B box [Harrington et al. 1997; Ikeno et al. 1998].

The fission yeast proteins Abp1, Cbh1, and Cbh2 share significant homology (~25% identity and 45% similarity) with human CENP-B [Murakami et al. 1996; Lee et al. 1997; Irelan et al. 2001]. Abp1 and Cbh1 were originally isolated as autonomous replicating sequence (*ars*)-binding proteins and were found to preferentially bind AT-rich sequences with relatively low sequence specificity [Murakami et al. 1996; Lee et al. 1997]. As fission yeast centromeres are highly AT-rich and rich in *ars* elements [Takahashi et al. 1992], CENP-B homologs are redundant with respect to centromere function. Abp1 and Cbh1 were shown to bind to multiple distinct sites in the centromere region in vitro [Halverson et al. 1997; Lee et al. 1997]. In addition, the three proteins are redundant with respect to centromere function [Baum and Clarke 2000; Irelan et al. 2001]. However, the precise roles of these proteins at centromeres are unclear.

In this paper, we confirm that the three CENP-B homologs have redundant functions at the centromere. We show that the CENP-B homologs recruit Swi6 to centromeric heterochromatin through the deacetylation of H3-K9 and H3-K14 and/or methylation of H3-K9 in centromeric heterochromatin. This is the first indication that sequence-specific DNA-binding proteins can nucleate HP1/Swi6-based heterochromatin at a specific locus.

**Results**

*Phenotypes of mutants with single and double disruptions of CENP-B homologs*

To analyze the function of the CENP-B homologs in fission yeast, we constructed strains that have single or...
double disruption of these genes and examined their growth and morphology. These features are essentially identical to those reported for the singly disrupted strains [Halverson et al. 1997, Baum and Clarke 2000; Irelan et al. 2001]. Among these strains, only ∆abp1 cells show growth defects and irregularities in shape, especially at low temperatures. In contrast, deletion of either cbh1 or cbh2 does not affect the growth rate or cell morphology. Among the doubly disrupted strains, ∆cbh1 ∆cbh2 cells are similar to wild-type cells, as reported [Irelan et al. 2001]. ∆abp1 ∆cbh2 cells and ∆abp1 cells have the same phenotype. Irelan et al. [2001], however, reported that their ∆abp1 ∆cbh2 strain had a markedly slower growth rate than either single-deletion strain. The reason for this discrepancy is not clear. The ∆abp1 ∆cbh1 cells show severe growth defects, indicating that Abp1 and Chbh1 are functionally redundant, as reported [Baum and Clarke 2000].

Abp1 and Chbh1 are involved in centromeric function
As CENP-B is implicated in centromeric function in human and mouse cells, we asked whether fission yeast CENP-B homologs have similar functions. We examined the sensitivity of single disruptants to the microtubule-destabilizing drug thiabendazol (TBZ, Fig. 1A), because mutations of genes involved in centromere function, such as the swi6-115 mutation, frequently confer hypersensitivity to microtubule-destabilizing drugs [Fig. 1A; Allshire et al. 1995; Ekwale et al. 1995]. Among the three single disruptants, ∆abp1 and ∆cbh1 cells are hypersensitive to TBZ. ∆abp1 mutants are more similar to swi6-115 cells, in that they are more sensitive to TBZ than are ∆cbh1 cells [Fig. 1A]. We also observed an increase in the number of ∆abp1 and ∆cbh1 cells that undergo abnormal nuclear division, including lagging chromosomes in the presence of TBZ (data not shown).

Next, we examined the stability of minichromosomes in cells with a disruption of only one CENP-B homolog, because minichromosome stability reflects centromere function more clearly. We used the minichromosome ch16m23 (ade6-m216)-ura4-Tel, which is derived from the linear minichromosome ch16 and contains centromere sequences of Chromosome III [Niwa et al. 1986; Nimmo et al. 1994]. Under normal conditions, the stability of the minichromosome is not affected by any single disruption of CENP-B homologs. In contrast, the swi6-115 mutation causes approximately a fivefold increase in the rate of minichromosome loss [Fig. 1B]. Because ∆abp1 and ∆cbh1 cells are hypersensitive to TBZ, we measured minichromosome stability at a lower concentration of TBZ (10 µg/mL). This low level of TBZ decreases minichromosome stability 10-fold in wild-type and ∆cbh2 cells. However, the same concentration of TBZ destabilizes the minichromosome 60-fold and 25-fold in ∆abp1 cells and ∆cbh1 cells, respectively [Fig. 1B]. We obtained essentially similar results with another linear minichromosome, ch10, which is also derived from Chromosome III [data not shown].

To analyze chromosome segregation in detail, we measured the progression of M phase in ∆abp1 cells. ∆abp1+ or ∆abp1 cells were synchronously released from a late G2 arrest imposed by the cdc25-22 temperature-sensitive mutation in the presence or absence of a low concentration (5 µg/mL) of TBZ. The progression of M phase was assessed by monitoring H1 kinase activity and the proportion of anaphase binuclear cells (Fig. 2). When cells enter prophase, H1 kinase activity increases rapidly and then decreases sharply at the metaphase–anaphase transition (Fig. 2A), thereby triggering anaphase. In the absence of TBZ, the alteration of H1 kinase activity as well as the proportion of ∆abp1 cells in anaphase are almost identical to those of the wild-type cells [Fig. 2A], indicating that the progression from prophase to anaphase is unaffected by deletion of abp1. The presence of 5 µg/mL TBZ has no effect on M-phase progression of wild-type cells. ∆abp1 cells show the same kinetics of increase of H1 kinase activity as wild-type cells in the presence of TBZ. However, the loss of H1 kinase activity in ∆abp1 cells is much slower than in wild-type cells. Consistent
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**Figure 1.** Disruption of CENP-B homologs impairs accurate chromosome segregation. (A) Exponentially growing cells of the indicated genotype were adjusted to 1.0 × 10⁶ cells/mL and then serially diluted (1:5). Equal numbers of cells were spotted on YES plates containing the indicated concentrations of drug in the presence (10 µg/mL) of TBZ. The rate of minichromosome loss was measured over several generations. (B) The rate of minichromosome loss was measured using the cdc3-derived minichromosome ch16m23(ade6-m216)-ura4-Tel. Cells were grown for several generations in the absence or presence (10 µg/mL) of TBZ. The rate of minichromosome loss was measured as described in Materials and Methods.
with the slow inactivation of H1 kinase, Δabp1 cells enter anaphase more slowly than do wild-type cells (Fig. 2B). For synchronized Δabp1 cells in the presence of low levels of TBZ, we observed a high incidence of chromosome missegregation, predominantly lagging chromosomes and unequal segregation; <1% and 12% of wild-type and Δabp1 cells, respectively, show abnormal nuclear divisions. However, a seemingly normal mitotic spindle forms in these cells [Fig. 2C]. The results indicated in Figures 1 and 2 strongly suggest that Abp1 and Cbh1 are required for proper centromere function.

Abp1 and Cbh1 are required for gene silencing at centromeric heterochromatin

Previous studies have shown that transcription of genes inserted into the inner or the outer domain of fission yeast centromeres is silenced and mutations affecting gene silencing in either domain also disturb centromeric functions (Allshire et al. 1995; Ekwall et al. 1999; Partridge et al. 2000). Therefore, we examined whether disruption of the CENP-B homologs might influence centromeric gene silencing.

We assayed silencing of the ura4 gene inserted at three different loci in the centromere of Chromosome I: the outer repeat [otr:ura4], the innermost repeat [imr:ura4], and the center region [cnt:ura4] (Fig. 3). At the innermost repeat, the ura4 gene was inserted just outside of the tRNA gene cluster that demarcates the border between the inner and the outer domains (Partridge et al. 2000). We monitored the expression of the inserted ura4 gene by plating serial dilutions of cells from each strain on nonselective [N/S], selective [−URA], or counterselective [FOA; 5-fluoro-orotic acid] plates. [FOA is a toxicogenic substrate for the Ura4 protein.] When the inserted ura4 gene is fully expressed, the cells can grow on −URA plates but not on FOA plates. In wild-type cells, the ura4 gene is strongly repressed at the otr:ura4 insertion site, but only moderately repressed at the imr:ura4 and cnt:ura4 insertion sites (Fig. 3).

The swi6-115 mutation causes a marked decrease of silencing at the otr:ura4 and imr:ura4 insertion sites, but the mutation does not affect silencing at the cnt:ura4 insertion site (Fig. 3A). These results are consistent with previous reports that the Swi6 protein is present mainly at the outer domain and that it is required for the silencing of genes inserted in this domain (Partridge et al. 2000).

Deletion of either abp1 or cbh1 causes a decrease in silencing at the otr:ura4 insertion site, as shown by the ability of these strains to form colonies on −URA plates [Fig. 3A]. Deletion of cbh1 causes a more severe effect than does deletion of abp1, because Δabp1 but not Δcbh1 cells can grow on FOA. Both disruptions, however, have little effect on ura4 expression at the imr:ura4 and cnt:ura4 insertion sites. Therefore, Abp1 and Cbh1 are required for efficient gene silencing in centromeric heterochromatin. The deletion of cbh2 does not affect silencing at any of the sites tested, probably because the other two homologs can compensate for any defect of cbh2 (see below).

The amount of Swi6 bound to the otr:ura4 insertion site is decreased in Δabp1 and Δcbh1 cells

The extent of silencing in heterochromatin correlates well with the amount of Swi6 protein bound to an indicator gene in fission yeast (Nakayama et al. 2000). Therefore, we examined the amount of Swi6 bound to the ura4 gene at the otr:ura4 and the imr:ura4 insertion sites using the chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assay. In this assay, the cross-linked Swi6–DNA complex is
Figure 3. Centromeric silencing at the outer repeat region is specifically derepressed in Δabp1 and Δcbh1 cells; silencing correlates with Swi6 dissociation. (A, left panel) A schematic representation of the cen1 and the ura4 insertion sites within cen1. Horizontal lines represent the positions of tRNA genes. Each strain was grown to 1.0 × 10^7 cells/mL in YES. Serial dilutions [1:5] of the indicated cultures were spotted onto nonselective [N/S], selective [−URA], or counterselective [A, right panel] plates and incubated at 30°C for 4 d. The highest-density spots contained 1 × 10^4 cells. (B) The competitive PCR strategy used for quantitating the amount of the centromeric inserted ura4^+ versus the endogenous ura4 [ura4-DS/E] locus is shown. (C) Quantitative estimation of Swi6 levels at centromeric sites with ura4 inserts in strains of the indicated genotype. DNA isolated from crude extracts (C), or anti-Swi6 immunoprecipitated chromatin [ip] was used as a template for PCR. PCR products of 426 bp and 694 bp from the ura4-DS/E locus and the centromeric ura4^+ insert, respectively, were resolved on polyacrylamide gel and then quantified using a PhosphorImager. The relative enrichment of centromeric ura4^+ sequence is shown below each lane. (D) Crude extracts of the indicated strains were separated on SDS–polyacrylamide gels and subjected to Western blot analysis with anti-Swi6 antibodies. The anti-tubulin antibody, which recognizes β-tubulin, was used as a loading control.
immunoprecipitated with affinity-purified anti-Swi6 antibodies, and the amount of precipitated DNA is analyzed by a competitive PCR method [Fig. 3B, Materials and Methods]. This method takes advantage of the fact that the strains used for silencing analysis also contain the ura4 minigene [ura4DS/E] with a 268-bp deletion at the endogenous ura4 locus, in addition to the inserted ura4 gene [Fig. 3B, Ekwall et al. 1997; Nakayama et al. 2000]. The primer pairs used produce 426- and 694-bp-long DNA fragments by amplification of the euchromatic ura4DS/E gene and the inserted ura4 gene, respectively. By measuring the levels of the two products, the relative enrichment of the inserted ura4 gene in the immunoprecipitated fractions can be calculated [Materials and Methods]. The calculated relative enrichment presumably represents the relative amount of Swi6 bound to the inserted ura4 gene.

In wild-type cells, a 9.5-fold enrichment of Swi6 was observed at the otr::ura4 insertion site, as reported [Nakayama et al. 2000]. Disruption of abp1 or cbh1 decreases the extent of Swi6 binding: a 4.4-fold and 1.9-fold enrichment were observed in Δabp1 cells and Δcbh1 cells, respectively. No change in the extent of Swi6 binding was observed in Δcbh2 cells [Fig. 3C, upper panel]. In contrast, no deletions of CENP-B homologs affect the enrichment of Swi6 at the imr::ura4 insertion site [Fig. 3C, lower panel] as well as at the cnt::ura4 insertion site (data not shown). In each strain, the level of the Swi6 enrichment correlates well with the extent of silencing at each site [Fig. 3A,C].

A decrease in the level of the Swi6 protein could explain the observed decrease of Swi6 at the otr::ura4 insertion site in Δabp1 or Δcbh1 cells. This, however, was not the case, because the overall amount of cellular Swi6 is the same in both wild-type cells and in mutants with disruptions of CENP-B homologs [Fig. 3D]. Therefore, we conclude that Abp1 and Cbh1 are required for the efficient recruitment of Swi6 to the outer repeat region.

Abp1 binds to the centromeric heterochromatin region

The results described above indicate that Abp1 and Cbh1 function in centromeric heterochromatin but not at the center region. Using the ChIP assay, Irelan et al. [2001] reported that Abp1 binds to both the outer and center domains as well as to single-copy euchromatic gene sequences such as leu1. However, they expressed a C-terminally GST-tagged version of Abp1 from a heterologous promoter on a multicopy plasmid and immunoprecipitated the tagged protein with an anti-GST antibody. Thus, the function and the level of expression of the tagged Abp1 might be different from those of endogenous Abp1, and this difference might affect the chromosomal distribution of Abp1. Indeed, overexpression of Abp1 impairs cell growth as well as chromosomal segregation in a DNA-binding domain-dependent manner [K. Tanaka and Y. Murakami, unpubl.], suggesting that overexpressed Abp1 binds to sites to which it normally does not bind at lower concentration. For this reason, we examined the localization of native Abp1 in the centromeric region by ChIP assay with an affinity-purified polyclonal antibody raised against Abp1. As a control, we performed ChIP assays with an anti-Swi6 antibody. For PCR, we used the primer sets shown in Figure 4A to amplify centromeric DNA from the precipitated DNA. In addition, we used a primer set to amplify the leu1 locus as a euchromatic control. Because multiple copies of the dg and dh sequences, two copies of the imr1 sequence, and a single copy of the cnt1 sequence are present in these cells, we used conditions in which each primer set produced approximately the same amount of PCR products with DNA prepared from whole-cell extracts (Fig. 4B). We then calculated the enrichment in DNA derived from each locus relative to the amount of DNA derived from the leu1 locus in samples of immunoprecipitated
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**Figure 4.** Abp1 associates with the centromeric heterochromatin region in vivo. (A) Schematic representation of cen1 and the corresponding positions recognized by PCR primer sets. Vertical lines indicate rRNA gene (I,E,A). Because of sequence diversity within the otr sequences, including segmental insertions or substitutions, the otr primer sets [dg223, dh383, db467] were chosen to produce only a single band as the major PCR product. (B) The primer sets described in A were used for ChIP analysis to quantify the extent of localization of Abp1 and Swi6 to cen1, imr1, and otr sequences. DNA isolated from crude extracts (crude), anti-Abp1 immunoprecipitated chromatin [αAbp1], or anti-Swi6 immunoprecipitated chromatin [αSwi6] was used as the PCR template for each measurement. The PCR products were separated on polyacrylamide gels. The results of two sets of multiplex PCR reactions using the primer sets corresponding to otr and imr1+cnt1 are indicated. (C) The intensity of the bands was quantified using a PhosphorImager and the relative enrichment of each centromeric band versus a euchromatic control leu1 band in the precipitates was plotted.
DNA (Fig. 4C). The extent of enrichment presumably represents the relative amount of each protein. Swi6 strongly associates with sequences in the outer repeat regions (the dg223, dh383, and dh467 sites) and moderately binds to the tRNA cluster. Low levels of binding were observed at the inner repeat sites [the imr256 site] and at the central core site [the cnt340 site, Fig. 4B,C], as reported previously [Partridge et al. 2000]. Under the same conditions, Abp1 shows the same pattern of distribution as Swi6, except at the dh467 site, where Swi6 but not Abp1 strongly associates [Fig. 4B,C]. From these data, we conclude that native Abp1 primarily localizes to the centromeric outer domain, which is comprised of centromeric heterochromatin, but not at the center region nor at leu1.

CENP-B homologs are functionally redundant for the assembly of Swi6 on centromeric heterochromatin

From the results described above, we assumed that Abp1 and Cbh1 bind to the centromeric heterochromatin region and affect the localization of the heterochromatin protein Swi6. In Figure 3C, we monitored the spreading of Swi6 from neighboring heterochromatin onto the inserted ura4 gene. We tested for a direct association of Swi6 with outer repeat sequences in the CENP-B-homolog single and double disruptants using the ChIP assay [Fig. 5]. At the dg223 and dh383 sites, disruption of abp1 or cbh1 results in a 30%–40% decrease in Swi6 binding, whereas disruption of cbh2 results in a decrease of ∼15%. Doubly disrupted strains show a more severe reduction of Swi6 binding than do single disruptants. In ∆abp1 ∆cbh1 cells, the association of Swi6 is most strongly decreased, ∼70%, whereas in ∆abp1 ∆cbh2 cells and in ∆cbh1 ∆cbh2 cells the level of binding is decreased ∼60% and ∼40%, respectively. At the dh467 site, the disruption of CENP-B homologs causes a more pronounced decrease in Swi6 binding. The association of Swi6 with the dh467 site is decreased in ∆abp1 cells, although Abp1 is not detected at this site by the ChIP assay [Fig. 4]. We speculate that Abp1 may bind at some distance from the dh467 site and contribute to the localization of Swi6 at this site through the ability of Swi6 to propagate itself [Partridge et al. 2000]. Moreover, among the CENP-B homologs, Abp1 appears to make the greatest contribution to promoting the binding of Swi6 to centromeric heterochromatin, because the doubly disrupted ∆cbh1 ∆cbh2 cells, which contain only Abp1, show the highest enrichment of Swi6 at all sites examined (Fig. 5, lanes 7–9, 16–18, and 25–27).

These results indicate that the three CENP-B homologs are functionally redundant for the localization of Swi6 to centromeric heterochromatin. Among the three proteins, Abp1 and Cbh1 likely play a major role in promoting the association of Swi6 with centromeric heterochromatin.

CENP-B homologs are required for the efficient heterochromatin-specific modifications of histone H3 in centromeric heterochromatin

In fission yeast, deacetylation of H3-K9 and H3-K14 by HDACs including Clr3 appears to precede the methylation of H3-K9 by the HMTase Clr4 [Nakayama et al. 2001]. This acetylation/methylation transition of the histone H3 tail is required for the localization of Swi6 to heterochromatin [Nakayama et al. 2001]. To test if...
CENP-B homologs are involved in the deacetylation and methylation steps, we measured the modification status of histone H3 at the *otr::ura4* insertion site by the ChIP assay [Fig. 6]. We used H3-K9 methyl-specific and H3-K9/14 diacetyl-specific antibodies for this assay.

H3-K9 residues are highly methylated [increased ~50-fold] at the *otr::ura4* insertion site in wild-type cells, as compared with H3-K9 residues at the euchromatic *ura4*DS/E locus. The *swi6-115* mutation, which severely reduces the level of Swi6 protein [Fig. 6D], has little effect on methylation [Fig. 6, lanes 1–4], confirming the previous notion that Swi6 acts downstream of H3-K9 methylation [Nakayama et al. 2001]. Disruption of *abp1* or *cbh1* but not *cbh2* significantly reduces H3-K9 methylation [Fig. 6A]. This reduction is more pronounced in *Δcbh1* cells than in *Δabp1* cells: a 12-fold enrichment was observed in *Δabp1* cells, whereas only a threefold enrichment was observed in *Δcbh1* cells. This level of methylation correlates well with the reduction of bound Swi6 in these strains [cf. Figs. 3C and 6A].

The anti-H3-K9/14 diacetyl-specific antibody precipitates only a small amount of *otr::ura4* DNA, showing that Lys 9/14 residues are acetylated at low levels at this site in wild-type cells [Fig. 6B]. Consistent with the assumption that histone tail modifications precede Swi6 association, the *swi6-115* mutation does not affect H3-K9/14 deacetylation. In contrast, increases of about two- and fourfold in the extent of H3-K9/14 diacetylation were observed in *Δabp1* and *Δcbh1* cells, respectively, whereas no increase was detected in *Δcbh2* cells. These results show that Abp1 and Cbh1 are required to maintain the deacetylated state of H3-K9 and H3-K14 in centromeric heterochromatin, which, in turn, allows an increase in the extent of H3-K9 methylation and subsequent association of histone H3 with Swi6.

**Discussion**

*The CENP-B homologs bind to centromeric heterochromatin to recruit Swi6*

Using the ChIP assay with a specific antibody, we showed that one of the CENP-B homologs, Abp1, binds to the region of centromeric heterochromatin but not to the inner domain, which coincides with the centromeric distribution of Swi6. This pattern is consistent with a role for Abp1 as a Swi6 nucleation factor. A strain that expresses a GFP-tagged Cbh1 as the only form of cellular Cbh1 was used to show by ChIP assay that Cbh1 also binds to the outer repeat of the centromere [Baum and Clarke 2000]. However, Cbh1 binds as well to noncentromeric regions, and its association with the inner domain has not been examined [Baum and Clarke 2000]. Cbh2 was shown to associate with the inner core region. In this case, however, GFP-tagged Cbh2 was expressed from a multicopy plasmid [Irelan et al. 2001]. A more detailed analysis will be required to confirm the chromosomal distribution of native Cbh1 and Cbh2. We speculate that Cbh1 and Cbh2 also localize to the centromeric heterochromatin region, because our results indicate that all three CENP-B homologs contribute to the association of Swi6 with centromeric heterochromatin, as shown in Figure 5. Interestingly, each single disruption has a different effect on the localization of Swi6 to different sites [Figs. 3C,5]. This difference may reflect the difference in binding specificity for each protein. Indeed, Abp1 and Cbh1 show different binding affinities in vitro [Halverson et al. 1997; Lee et al. 1997]. Therefore, the localization of Swi6 to a particular site may be, at least in part, determined by the amount of CENP-B homologs bound at or near that site.

We note that the distribution of Abp1, as determined by immunofluorescence labeling using an anti-Abp1 antibody, overlaps with the pattern of DAPI staining [K. Tanaka and Y. Murakami, unpubl.]. Thus, Abp1 may not be limited to regions of heterochromatin. Consistent with this, we have detected Abp1 binding to *ars3002* in a euchromatic region that was originally used to detect Abp1 binding in vitro [Murakami et al. 1996]. Interestingly, we also found a weak but significant association of Swi6 with *ars3002* and observed that this association is diminished in *Δabp1* cells [H. Nakagawa, unpubl.]. Therefore, Abp1 may bind some euchromatic AT-rich regions and recruit Swi6 to these sites. The bound Swi6 might be involved in repressing the expression of nearby genes, similar to what has been shown for human HP1,
which was found recently to be involved in the silencing of euchromatin genes [Nielsen et al. 2001].

The CENP-B homologs recruit Swi6 to the centromeric heterochromatin region through the histone tail modification

We have shown that Abp1 and Chb1 are required for heterochromatin-specific modifications of the N-terminal tail of histone H3, which include deacetylation of the H3-K9 and H3-K14 residues and methylation of the H3-K9 residue. In the stepwise assembly model, deacetylation is a prerequisite for methylation [Nakayama et al. 2001]. The CENP-B homologs may thereby promote efficient deacetylation of H3-K9/14, which then results in H3-K9 methylation and subsequent assembly of Swi6. Alternatively, the CENP-B homologs might promote H3-K9 methylation rather than H3-K9/14 deacetylation. A decrease in methylation of the H3-K9 residue caused by disruption of the CENP-B homologs would promote H3-K9/14 acetylation as well as cause a reduction in the level of bound Swi6. It is also possible that the CENP-B homologs promote both deacetylation and methylation. In any event, these proteins determine the positioning of centromeric heterochromatin by promoting specific histone H3 modifications.

In fission yeast, HDACs, including Clr6, Hda1, and Clr3, and HMTases, including Clr4, appear to be responsible for the heterochromatin-specific modifications of histone H3 [Nakayama et al. 2001]. Therefore, the CENP-B homologs somehow assist these HDACs and/or HMTases to function in heterochromatic regions. How might they do so? One possibility is that the CENP-B homologs recruit HDACs and/or HMTases to their binding sites. Some DNA-binding transcription factors have been shown to recruit HDACs to their binding sites, where they act as corepressors. The mammalian retinoblastoma protein (Rb) acts as a corepressor for some transcription factors, including E2F, at least partly through the recruitment of HDAC activities [Brehm and Kouzarides 1999]. Recently, Rb was shown to attract the SUV39H1–HP1 complex to the cyclin E promoter, which could methylate H3-K9 and thereby provide an HP1 binding site [Nielsen et al. 2001]. Similarly, the CENP-B homologs themselves, or protein[s] interacting with them, may recruit HDACs and/or HMTases to provide an association site for Swi6. An attractive speculation is that the CENP-B homologs recruit a protein complex(es) containing Swi6 and histone-modifying enzymes, because HP1 has been shown to form a complex with SUV39 [Aagaard et al. 1999, Nielsen et al. 2001].

Another possible mechanism is that CENP-B homologs create a chromatin environment that facilitates HDAC/HMTase activity. Human CENP-B is thought to organize higher-order chromatin structures in α-satellite DNA through dimer formation and DNA-bending activity [Muro et al. 1992; Yoda et al. 1992, 1998; Tanaka et al. 2001]. In addition, analysis of CENP-B-containing chromatin assembled on α-satellite DNA in vitro shows that CENP-B might contribute to the formation of the regular nucleosome array that is a characteristic of heterochromatin [Yoda et al. 1998]. Because fission yeast CENP-B homologs form homodimers [Murakami et al. 1996; Lee et al. 1997, Irlen et al. 2001], they might be able to form higher-order chromatin structures like CENP-B. Such structures and/or nucleosome arrangements promoted by CENP-B homologs may enhance the heterochromatin-specific modification of the histone H3 tail by HMTase and/or HDACs. In this regard, it is noteworthy that human pericentromeric heterochromatin consists of a higher-order structure involving a distinct pattern of histone modification [Maison et al. 2002].

We should note that there are other mechanisms that we cannot rule out at this stage, including the possibility that the CENP-B homologs somehow affect HMTase/HDAC activities or protein levels. Further experiments will clarify this matter.

The role of CENP-B homologs and CENP-B in centromere function

The importance of centromeric heterochromatin for centromere function has been well documented. The removal of flanking heterochromatin from centromeres reduces chromosomal stability, and a region of centromeric heterochromatin has been identified as an enhancer of centromeric function [Matsumoto et al. 1990, Hahnenberger et al. 1991, Takahashi et al. 1992, Baum et al. 1994]. Mutations that disturb silencing at centromeric heterochromatin, such as swi6, rik1, clr3, clr4, and clr6, impair the faithful segregation of chromosomes [Allshire et al. 1995; Ekwall et al. 1999]. Recent studies indicate that heterochromatin is a prerequisite for the establishment of centromeric sister-chromatid cohesion, which is important for proper centromere function [Bernard et al. 2001, Nonaka et al. 2002]. There is some correlation between the amount of Swi6 in centromeric heterochromatin and the extent of centromere dysfunction, as observed in single CENP-B homolog disruptants [Figs. 1, 5]. In addition, we found that the swi6-115 strain shows a higher rate of minichromosome loss than does any single CENP-B homolog disruptant [Figs. 1, 5]. This could be explained by the fact that single disruptants retain Swi6 in centromeric heterochromatin [Fig. 5], whereas the swi6-115 mutant has no detectable Swi6 [Fig. 3D]. Altogether, we propose that the CENP-B homologs contribute to centromere function through their influence on the formation of centromeric heterochromatin.

Based on the results presented here, we assume that one of the roles of CENP-B is to promote centromeric heterochromatin formation in human cells, like its fission yeast counterparts. Considering that more than 95% of CENP-B proteins localize to centromeric heterochromatin [Cooke et al. 1990] and that α-satellite DNA containing the CENP-B box efficiently forms artificial chromosomes [Harrington et al. 1997; Ikono et al. 1998], we speculate that CENP-B plays an active and specialized role in such centromeric functions as the recruitment of kinetochore proteins, in addition to general het-
CENP-B homologs nucleate heterochromatin

eosochromatin assembly. Indeed, in α-satellite DNA, half of the total CENP-B takes part in forming the chromatin complexes containing the kinetochore proteins CENP-A and CENP-C [Ando et al. 2002].

Some evidence, such as the apparently normal phenotype of cenp-b null mice, argues against a role for CENP-B in centromere function in human and mouse cells [Hudson et al. 1998; Kapoor et al. 1998; Perez-Castro et al. 1998]. How can this controversy be resolved? The existence of the three fission yeast CENP-B homologs with redundant functions suggests that there may be other functionally redundant proteins in human and mouse cells. Another explanation, which is not mutually exclusive with the first one, is that there is an epigenetic maintenance mechanism for centromeres [Karpen and Allshire 1997]. Therefore, in human and mouse cells, CENP-B may strongly contribute to the formation of an active centromere, but once established, centromere function is maintained in the absence of CENP-B by this epigenetic mechanism.

In this paper, we have shown that the CENP-B homologs in fission yeast may be missing links that connect specific DNA sequences and heterochromatin. Further analysis of these proteins will shed light on the still obscure mechanism of heterochromatin formation in fission yeast, as well as in higher eukaryotes.

Materials and methods

Schizosaccharomyces pombe media, genetic procedures, and cytological procedures

Media and genetic procedures were essentially as described [Moreno et al. 1991]. Tubulin staining was performed as described [Hagan and Hyams 1998]. Comparative plating and serial dilution experiments for measuring silencing at centromeric heterochromatin were performed as described previously [Allshire et al. 1994].

S. pombe strains

All strains used in this study are listed in Table 1. To generate the disruptions of abp1, cbh1, and cbh2, homologous recombination was used to replace these genes with the Saccharomyces cerevisiae LEU2 gene or the S. pombe ura4 gene. Other strains were obtained by genetic cross.

Antibodies

Anti-Abp1 antiserum were prepared from rabbits by injecting N-terminal histidine-tagged Abp1 protein [amino acids 30–466].

TABLE 1. S. pombe strains used in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strains</th>
<th>Genotype</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TPSA</td>
<td>h-, ura4-D18,leu1-32,ade6-m210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP10</td>
<td>h+, ura4-D18,leu1-32,ade6-m216,his2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HN35</td>
<td>h−, ura4-D18,leu1-32,ade6-m216, Δadpl::LEU2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JL112</td>
<td>h−, ura4-D18,leu1-32,ade6-m216, Δcbh1::LEU2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HN3</td>
<td>h−, ura4-D18,leu1-32,ade6-m216, Δcbh2::LEU2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HN20</td>
<td>hA, ura4-DS/E,leu1-32,ade6-m210,swi6-115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HN5</td>
<td>h−, ura4-D18,leu1-32, Δadpl::Ura4, Δcbh2::LEU2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HN6</td>
<td>h−, ura4-D18,leu1-32,ade6-m210, Δcbh1::his4-Ura4-his4, Δcbh2::LEU2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HN12</td>
<td>h−, ura4-D18,leu1-32,ade6-m216, Δadpl::Ura4, Δcbh1::LEU2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YM501</td>
<td>h−, cdc25-22,leu1-32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YM502</td>
<td>h−, cdc25-22,Δadpl::ura4,leu1-32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY336</td>
<td>h−, ura4-DS/E,leu1-32,ade6-m210,cent1/TM(NcoI)-Ura4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY1158</td>
<td>hA, ura4-DS/E,leu1-32,ade6-m210,cent1/TM[NcoI]-Ura4,swi6-115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HN30</td>
<td>h−, ura4-DS/E,leu1-32,ade6-m210,cent1/TM(NcoI)-Ura4, Δadpl::LEU2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JL227</td>
<td>h−, ura4-DS/E,leu1-32,ade6-m210,cent1/TM(NcoI)-Ura4, Δadpl::LEU2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HN21</td>
<td>h−, ura4-DS/E,leu1-32,ade6-m210,cent1/TM(NcoI)-Ura4, Δcbh2::LEU2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY498</td>
<td>h+, ura4-DS/E,leu1-32,ade6-m210,imr1R(NcoI)::Ura4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY699</td>
<td>hA, ura4-DS/E,leu1-32,ade6-m210,imr1R(NcoI)::Ura4, swi6-115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JL225</td>
<td>h−, ura4-DS/E,leu1-32,ade6-m210,imr1R(NcoI)::Ura4, Δadpl::LEU2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JL222</td>
<td>h−, ura4-DS/E,leu1-32,ade6-m210,imr1R(NcoI)::Ura4, Δcbh1::LEU2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HN15</td>
<td>h−, ura4-DS/E,leu1-32,ade6-m210,imr1R(NcoI)::Ura4, Δcbh2::LEU2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY648</td>
<td>h+, ura4-DS/E,leu1-32,ade6-m210,otr1R(SphI)::Ura4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY711</td>
<td>hA, ura4-DS/E,leu1-32,ade6-m210,otr1R(SphI)::Ura4,swi6-115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JL223</td>
<td>h−, ura4-DS/E,leu1-32,ade6-m210,otr1R(SphI)::Ura4, Δadpl::LEU2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JL220</td>
<td>h−, ura4-DS/E,leu1-32,ade6-m210,otr1R(SphI)::Ura4, Δcbh1::LEU2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HN25</td>
<td>h−, ura4-DS/E,leu1-32,ade6-m210,otr1R(SphI)::Ura4, Δcbh2::LEU2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY520</td>
<td>h+, ura4-DS/E,leu1-32,ade6-m210,ch16m23(ade6-m216)-ura4-Tel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY611</td>
<td>hA, ura4-DS/E,leu1-32,ade6-m210,swi6-115/ch16m23(ade6-m216)-ura4-Tel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JL112</td>
<td>h−, ura4-DS/E,leu1-32,ade6-m210, Δadpl::LEU2/ch16m23(ade6-m216)-ura4-Tel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JL309</td>
<td>h−, ura4-DS/E,leu1-32,ade6-m210, Δcbh1::LEU2/ch16m23(ade6-m216)-ura4-Tel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HN16</td>
<td>h−, ura4-DS/E,leu1-32,ade6-m210, Δcbh2::LEU2/ch16m23(ade6-m216)-ura4-Tel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Crude rabbit antisera were affinity-purified against His-tagged Abp1 immobilized on Ni-NTA agarose (Amersham). In the Western blotting analysis, this affinity-purified anti-Abp1 antibody detects a 60-kD protein in crude extracts from wild-type cells, but does not detect any protein in crude extracts from Δabp1 cells, indicating that the antibody is specific for Abp1. Preparation of affinity-purified anti-Swi6 polyclonal antibody has been described previously (Nakayama et al. 2000). Anti-dimethyl-histone H3-K9 antibody and anti-acetyl-histone H3-K9/14 antibodies were purchased from UpState Biotechnology. The TAT1 antibody (Woods et al. 1989) was used for staining of tubulin.

Minichromosome stability assay

Strains carrying the minichromosome ch16m23(ades-m216):ura4-αwere cultured for several generations in complete medium in the presence or absence of 10 µg/mL TBZ. Aliquots were taken from the cultures before and after the cultivation, appropriately diluted, and then plated onto YE plates and incubated at 30°C for several days to allow colonies to form. The fully red ade− phenotype was used as an indication of minichromosome loss. Minichromosome loss rates were calculated using the following formula: loss rate = 1 - [F]^t/N, where F is the final percentage of cells carrying the minichromosome, t is the initial percentage of cells carrying the minichromosome, and N is the number of generations between I and F (Kipling and Kearsey 1990).

Chromatin immunoprecipitation

Chromatin immunoprecipitation assays were performed as described (Ekwall and Partridge 1999) with some modifications. Cells were grown at 30°C in YES to 5 x 10^6 cells/mL and then shifted to 18°C for 2 h. Cells were fixed for 30 min in 3% formaldehyde, and soluble chromatin was immunoprecipitated with affinity-purified anti-Abp1 antibodies (this study) or affinity-purified anti-Swi6 antibodies (Nakayama et al. 2000). For precipitation with anti-dimethyl-histone H3-K9 antibodies and anti-acetyl-histone H3-K9/14 antibodies, growing cells were fixed with 1% formaldehyde at 30°C for 5 min. Recovered DNA was assayed by PCR in the presence of [α-32P]dCTP and separated on 5% native polyacrylamide gels, which were then dried. Bands were quantified using a PhosphorImager (Fuji BAS2000, Fuji Medical System). The primer sets used were: for competitive PCR of Ura4+/H11032, 5’TTCGCTAGATTACGACC-3’; for multiplex PCR, leu1–158bp, 5’-CCTCCTTAGGACCTCAAC-3’, 5’-CGGTGTTGAGAAATCAG-3’; for dg-223bp, 5’TGGTTAATACGCTACTGCTCG-3’, 5’-AATAATTCTACATGGTGATGATGTG-3’; for dh-383bp, 5’TGGTCGCTCATACACTCGCA-3’, 5’TTCGGATTAGGATGTCGC-3’; for dh-467bp, 5’-GCCTCAACTCCTACACTACT-3’, 5’-AAACGATGGTCAAGTGGAGG-3’; for imr-195bp, 5’-GGATGGCAAGATGTGACTG-3’, 5’-CTCGCTAAATAGGAGGACAC-3’; for imr-256bp, 5’-GATCATATTGACATTCTC-3’, 5’-AGCAGTCG CAGCTCATATTA-3’; for cmr-340bp, 5’-AGTAAAGGGCCTGAT TATCAGC-3’, 5’-GAATTGACATACTGTCGC-3’. Using the signal from the euchromatic ura4/DS/E locus or from leu1-158bp as the euchromatic control, the enrichment of immunoprecipitated DNA relative to input DNA was calculated and normalized to ratios obtained for crude DNA. Note that in the absence of the antibody in the immunoprecipitation reaction, no detectable PCR products were detected.
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